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ABSTRACT

transform domain Wyner-Ziv coding. In this codec, the video
sequence is splitted into two sets of frames: the Key Frames
(KFs), and the Wyner-Ziv Frames (WZFs). KFs are encoded
without using temporal predictions (i.e. an Intra coding technique is used such as JPEG2000 or the H.264/AVC Intra
mode). At the decoder, the decoded KFs are used in order
to compute the SI, which is an estimation of the WZF being
decoded. The technique used in the DISCOVER codec to
generate the SI is based on Motion-Compensated Temporal
Interpolation (MCTI) [8].
SI quality has a strong impact on the final Rate-Distortion
(RD) performance. For this reason, many approaches have
been proposed in order to improve the SI quality at the decoder. For example, a method proposed by Aaron et al. [9]
and by Ascenso et al. [10] consists in sending a hash of WZF
information to enhance the interpolation of the SI. However,
these techniques demand some additional data (the hash) to
be sent through the channel. Other techniques exist which
can avoid this overhead. They are based on the successive
refinement of the SI. A solution proposed by J. Ascenso et
al. [11] for pixel domain DVC uses a motion compensated
refinement of the SI successively after each decoded bit plane
in order to achieve a better reconstruction of the decoded
WZF. In [12], the authors proposed a novel DVC successive
refinement approach to improve the motion compensation accuracy and the SI. This approach is based on the N-Queen
sub-sampling pattern. The authors in [13] proposed a solution for transform-domain DVC, which refines the SI after
the decoding of all DCT bands in order to improve the reconstruction.
In [14, 15], solutions are proposed for transform-domain
DVC based on the successive refinement of the SI after each
decoded DCT band. The authors in [15] only used the SI and
PDWZ to refine the SI for decoding the next band, although
there is more information to be extracted from the backward
and forward reference frames. The solution proposed in [14]
relies on a much simpler SI refinement technique compared
with our proposed approach. Moreover, the refinement procedure is applied to all blocks regardless of the motion vector
reliability.
In this paper, we propose an approach in order to enhance
the SI in transform-domain DVC. This solution consists in
progressively improving the SI after each decoded DCT-band
and is particularly efficient for high motion regions and in
the case where KFs are separated by a significant number
of WZFs. We first start by generating an Initial Side Information (INSI) by using the backward and forward reference

In distributed video coding, the estimation of the side information at the decoder plays a key role in the final ratedistortion performance of the codec. The side information is
commonly generated by motion-compensated temporal interpolation of the neighboring reference frames. In this paper, we propose a successive refinement after the decoding
of each DCT subband to improve the accuracy of motion
compensation between reference frames, in order to obtain a
new side information estimation closer to the original WynerZiv frame. The experimental results show that the proposed
scheme can achieve up to 0.9 dB of improvement in ratedistortion performance for a GOP size of 2 and 2.4 dB for
a GOP size of 8 for sequences containing high motion with
respect to state-of-the-art techniques.
1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, many digital video coding solutions are available, such as the ISO/IEC MPEG and ITU-T H.26x standards [1] based on DCT, inter-frame and intra-frame predictive coding. In these standards, the encoder is significantly
more complex than the decoder due to the exploitation of the
video redundancies at the encoder. This kind of architecture
is well-suited for applications where the video sequence is
encoded once and decoded many times, such as broadcasting or video streaming. However, this architecture is being
challenged by several emerging applications such as wireless
video surveillance, multimedia sensor networks, wireless PC
cameras, and mobile camera phones. In these cases, new requirements arise such as low complexity encoding.
Distributed Video Coding (DVC) fits well these emerging
scenarios since it enables to exploit video redundancies at
the decoder side only, while the encoder is less complex. In
other words, the complexity is shifted from the encoder to the
decoder. From information theory, the Slepian-Wolf theorem
for lossless compression [2] states that it is possible to encode
correlated sources (let us call them X and Y) independently
and decode them jointly, using a rate similar to that used in a
system where sources are encoded and decoded jointly. The
Wyner-Ziv theorem [3] extends the Slepian-Wolf theorem to
lossy compression, which deals with lossy source coding of
X when Side Information (SI) Y is available at the decoder
only.
In recent years, practical implementations of DVC [4, 5]
have been proposed based on these theoretical results. We
consider here the DISCOVER codec [6, 7] which is based on
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Figure 1: Overall structure of proposed DVC coding.
ray which is then independently encoded using a channel encoder. The latter, also known as the Slepian-Wolf
encoder, is a rate-compatible Low-Density Parity Check
(LDPC) accumulate code. Each bitplane is successively
fed into the channel encoder in order to compute a separate set of parity bits, while the systematic bits are discarded. The parity information is then stored in a buffer
and progressively sent in chunks, upon request by the decoder, through the feed-back channel.
• Generation of side information - In the DISCOVER
scheme, the frame interpolation framework is composed
of four modules to obtain high quality SI [8] (preceded
by low-pass filtering of the reference frames in order
to improve the motion vectors reliability): forward motion estimation between the previous and next reference
frames, bi-directional motion estimation to refine the motion vectors, spatial smoothing of motion vectors in order
to achieve higher motion field spatial coherence (reduction of the number of false motion vectors), and finally
bi-directional motion compensation.
• Wyner-Ziv decoder - A block-based 4 × 4 DCT is carried
out over the generated SI (using the previous step) in order to obtain the DCT coefficients which can be seen as
a noisy version of the WZF DCT coefficients. In order
to model the error distribution between corresponding
DCT bands of SI and WZF, the DISCOVER codec uses a
Laplacian distribution. The Laplacian parameter is estimated on-line at the decoder. Once the DCT transformed
SI and the residual statistics for a given DCT band bk are
known, the Slepian-Wolf decoder corrects the bit errors
in the DCT transformed SI using the parity bits of WZF
requested through the feedback channel.
• Reconstruction and inverse transform - The reconstruction corresponds to the inverse of the quantization using
the SI DCT coefficients and the decoded WZF DCT coefficients. After that, the inverse 4 × 4 DCT transform is
carried out, and the entire frame is restored in the pixel
domain.

frames similarly to the SI generated in DISCOVER. The decoder reconstructs a Partially Decoded Wyner-Ziv (PDWZ)
frame by correcting the INSI with the parity bits of the first
DCT-band. Then, the PDWZ frame along with the backward and forward reference frames is used to refine the INSI.
The refinement method consists of four modules: Suspicious
Vector Detection, Refinement, Mode Selection, and Motion
Compensation (see section 2.2 for more details). Finally, we
correct this refined INSI with the parity bits of the next DCTband, and we repeat the same procedure to decode all DCTbands of the current WZF.
This paper is structured as follows. First, the proposed
system architecture based on the DISCOVER codec and the
proposed approach by successive refinement of the SI are described in Section 2. Experimental results are then showed
in Section 3 in order to evaluate and compare the RD performance of the proposed approach. Finally, conclusions and
future work are presented in Section 4.
2.

PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The block diagram of our proposed codec architecture is depicted in Figure 1. It is based on the DISCOVER codec
[6, 7]. First, the video sequence is divided into WZFs and
KFs. The Group of Pictures (GOP) is defined as the distance between two consecutive KFs which are coded using
H.264/AVC Intra coding. The WZF encoding and decoding
procedures are detailed in the following. We start by briefly
recalling the DISCOVER architecture, and we describe the
proposed scheme by difference.
2.1 DISCOVER codec modules
• Wyner-Ziv encoder - At the encoder side, the WZF is first
transformed using a 4 × 4 block-based Discrete Cosine
Transform (DCT). The DCT coefficients of the entire
WZF are then organized in 16 bands, indicated by bk with
k ∈ [1, 16], according to their position within the 4 × 4
blocks. The low frequency information (i.e. the DC coefficients) are placed in the first band k = 1, and the other
coefficients are grouped in the AC bands k = 2, 3, ...16.
Next, each DCT coefficients band bk is uniformly quantized with 2Mk levels. The resulting quantized symbols
are then split into bit planes. For a given band, the quantized symbols bits of the same significance are grouped
together in order to form the corresponding biplane ar-

2.2 Proposed modules - Successive Refinement and
Mode Selection
The INSI is first computed by MCTI with spatial motion
smoothing exactly as in DISCOVER codec. The LDPC parity bits of the first band (DC band) are used in order to correct
the correspondent DCT coefficients in INSI. The obtained
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Figure 2: Proposed technique for successive refinement of SI
and WZF decoding.

1
M×N

M−1 N−1
∑i=0
∑ j=0

|Fc (i, j) − Fr (i + MVx , j + MVy )|

T1 = 8
-8.98
0.47

T2 = 6
-13.41
0.73

T2 = 8
-13.43
0.73

estimation using the matching criterion defined in equation (1). For the current block in the PDWZ frame, we
look for the motion vector which minimizes the MAD
within a window in the previous reference frame. The
motion vector between the PDWZ and the forward reference frame is estimated in the same way. These estimated
motion vectors are considered as refined motion vectors
for the processed block.
• Motion compensation mode selection - The objective of
this step is to generate an optimal motion-compensated
estimate by selecting the most similar block to the current
block from three sources: the previous reference frame
(BACKWARD MODE), the next reference frame (FORWARD MODE), and bi-directional motion-compensated
average of the previous and next reference frames (BIMODE). The decision among these modes is performed
according to the following equations, and a threshold T2
is established.

if |MADn − MAD p | < T2



MODE=BIMODE



 otherwise
if MADn < MAD p


MODE=FORWARD MODE



otherwise


MODE=BACKWARD MODE

decoded frame is denoted as Partially Decoded Wyner-Ziv
(PDWZ) frame. Here, we use the two adjacent reference
frames and the PDWZ in order to improve the SI interpolation. The proposed approach is similar to the method in
[13]. However, it has been improved in such a way that the
SI is progressively refined after the decoding of each DCTband. Moreover, both the matching criterion and the mode
selection have been modified, resulting in improved performances.
The proposed scheme for SI enhancement consists of
three steps based on PDWZ to improve the SI: suspicious
vector detection based on the matching criterion, motion
vector refinement and smoothing, and motion compensation
mode selection.
• Matching criterion - In order to exploit the temporal correlations to enhance the estimated motion vectors, the
matching criterion used in this paper is based on the
Mean Absolute Difference (MAD). The MAD for the estimated motion vector MV of a Block B is defined as :
MAD(Fc , Fr , MV) =

T1 = 6
-11.00
0.60

Table 1: RD performance gain for Foreman for different values of T1 and T2 , towards DISCOVER codec, using Bjontegaard metric.

PDWZ
Backward
reference frame

∆R (%)
∆PSNR [dB]

Foreman - GOP size = 2
T2 = 4
T1 = 0
T1 = 2
T1 = 4
-11.48
-13.22
-13.40
0.60
0.71
00.73
T1 = 4
T2 = 0
T2 = 2
T2 = 4
-9.88
-13.07
-13.40
0.54
0.70
0.73

(1)

where Fc is the current frame, Fr the reference one, and
MV = (MVx , MVy ) the candidate motion vector. The
current block has M rows and N columns. In this paper, the size of the block is considered to be 8 × 8 pixels
as in DISCOVER.
• Suspicious vector detection - The motion vectors estimated by MCTI for sequences with low motion are close
to the true motion. However, false motion vectors may
occur in sequences with high motion and occlusions. In
order to identify suspicious vectors, a threshold T1 is
used. We estimate the MAD for a given block between
the PDWZ and the last SI (e.g. previous refinement of the
SI):
MAD(F1, F2(MVB), 0) < T1 ,
(2)

where MAD p and MADn are the estimated mean absolute differences between the current block (in PDWZ)
and the corresponding blocks (e.g. the blocks which
minimize the MAD) in the previous and next reference
frames respectively.
The refinement SI obtained (after decoding the band bk ) is
used at the WZ decoder as a new SI for the decoding of the
next band bk+1 , and so forth for all bands of the WZF being
decoded. Then, after decoding all bands, a new SI is generated to perform again the reconstruction step to get the final
WZF. The proposed scheme for this procedure is illustrated
in Figure 2.

where 0 = (0, 0) is the null vector, F1 and F2 are the
PDWZ frame and the last refinement SI respectively. If
this estimation satisfies the condition defined in equation (2), it is considered to be a true estimation (e.g. the
motion vector (MVB) for this block is not modified).
Otherwise, it is identified as a suspicious vector and will
be further refined.
• Motion vector refinement - In order to refine the motion
vectors which are identified as suspicious vectors, we reestimate these motion vectors by bi-directional motion

To evaluate the performance of the proposed codec, we performed extensive simulations, adopting the same test conditions as described in DISCOVER codec [6, 7] (test video
sequences are at QCIF spatial resolution and sampled at 15
frames/sec). Our obtained results are compared to simulation
results of DISCOVER codec, the method in [13], H.264/AVC
No motion, and H.264/AVC Intra.
Table 1 shows the RD performance gain for Foreman sequence for different values of T1 and T2 , using Bjontegaard
metric [16]. We have set T1 = 4 due to the high performance

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
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GOP length. In this case, classical interpolation techniques
for SI generation become less effective.
Figure 3: Percentage of refined blocks after decoding the DC
We also show the RD performance of our scheme for
band for Soccer and Foreman sequences with a GOP size 2.
Foreman sequence with different GOP lengths (2, 4, and 8)
in Figure 6. The RD performance of our method is, again,
better than the DISCOVER codec for all GOP sizes. The
proposed method achieves an improvement in RD performance up to 0.75 dB with GOP size equal to 2 compared
to DISCOVER codec, and a significant improvement, up to
2.4 dB, in RD performance compared to DISCOVER codec
with GOP length equal to 8. Compared to [13], the gains become respectively 0.5, 1.1 and 1.55 dB for GOP size 2, 4 and
8. For a GOP length equal to 4, our proposed method allows
a gain of 1.7 dB over DISCOVER codec. For Hall Monitor
PSNR: 29.98 dB − Rate: 26.57 Kbits
PSNR: 32.03 dB − Rate: 21.34 Kbits
and Coastguard sequences, the gains are smaller and range
(a) The decoded frame (number 78, GOP=2) - Soccer sequence. between 0.2 and 0.8 dB.
The difference between the performance of DISCOVER
and H.264/AVC No motion and Intra is significant for Soccer, the proposed method can reduce this difference by half.
For Foreman, the performance of the proposed system is better than the H.264/AVC Intra for all GOP sizes, and the difference between the proposed approach and H.264/AVC No
motion becomes small.
It can be noticed that the performance gains are more subPSNR: 33.76 dB − Rate: 14.66 Kbits
PSNR: 30.75 dB − Rate: 22.73 Kbits
stantial for high motion sequences and for long GOP sizes.
(b) The decoded frame (number 76, GOP=2) - Foreman sequence. They are mainly associated with the proposed technique for
successive refinement of the side information interpolation,
which is the major contribution with respect to the reference
codec. The proposed method enhances the quality of the SI,
Figure 4: Visual result comparisons between the proposed
as well as, the time of the decoding process is reduced due to
method (right) and DISCOVER codec (left).
the less demanding of parity bits via the feedback channel to
correct the errors in the SI.
and low computational load. It is clear that the bidirectional
4. CONCLUSIONS
mode (T2 > 0) is better than the unidirectional mode (T2 = 0),
we have set T2 = 4.
Successive refinement of the side information using the parFigure 3 indicates the percentage of refined blocks, that
tially decoded frame and the two adjacent reference frames
is, blocks which are identified as suspicious MV per execuin DISCOVER codec was proposed in this paper, based on
tion of refinement after decoding the DC band, for Soccer
the successive decoding of the DCT bands. Experimental
and Foreman sequences, with a GOP size equal to 2. It is
results showed that our proposed method can achieve a betclear that the percentage of refined blocks increases with the
ter RD performance compared to DISCOVER codec, espemotion within the video sequence. For Foreman sequence,
cially when the video sequence contains high motion. The
the percentage tends to zero due to the low motion at the end
improvement becomes even more important as the GOP size
of the sequence.
increases.
Figure 4 shows the visual results of the decoded frames
for Soccer and Foreman sequences for a GOP equal to 2.
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